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(1) LA MARIEE MISE A NU PAR SES CELIBATAIRES, MEME

The Bride stripped bare by her Bachelors, even...

"...All in all, the creative act is not performed by the artist alone; the spectator 
brings the work in contact with the external world by deciphering and interpreting 
its inner qualifications and thus adds his or her own contribution to the creative 
act..."

- Marcel Duchamp, "The Creative Act".

Above: "LA MARIEE MISE A NU PAR SES CELIBATAIRES, MEME."

("The Bride stripped bare by her Bachelors, even", also known as the "Green Box") 
1934 facsimile of a series of notes concerning the "Large Glass" written 1912 - 1920. 
One colour plate and 93 manuscript notes, drawings and photographs contained in a 
green box.

Right: "LA MARIEE MISE A NU PAR SES CELIBATAIRES, MEME"

("The Bride stripped bare by her Bachelors, even", also known as the "Large Glass") 
1915 - 1923. Oil, varnish, lead foil, lead wire and dust on two panels, with five 
horizontal glass strips, aluminium foil and a wood and steel frame. 109.25in. x 
69.25in. (Note - the upper panel represents the Bride's domain; the lower panel 
represents the Bachelor apparatus; and the glass strips across the centre represent 
the Bride's garment.





(2) LES CELIBATAIRES (i) LA CHUTE D'EAU

The waterfall...

"...a sort of waterspout coming from a distance in a half circle..."

THE WATERMILL IS BEING TURNED VERY QUICKLY BY THE WATERFALL.

The watermill powers a drive-shaft that passes through its centre.

THE DRIVE-SHAFT IS BEING TURNED VERY QUICKLY BY THE WATERMILL WHEEL.

Looping around the drive-shaft, a little way to the right, is a chain. Further still 
to the right, the drive-shaft connects to three rollers, which form part of a 
chocolate grinder.

THE ROLLERS AND THE CHAIN ARE BEING TURNED VERY QUICKLY BY THE DRIVE-SHAFT.

The rollers grind chocolate from an unknown source into milk chocolate.

THE CHOCOLATE IS BEING GROUND INTO MILK CHOCOLATE VERY QUICKLY BY THE ROLLERS.

The chain passes up around a sprocket mounted high above on a pole.

THE SPROCKET IS BEING TURNED VERY QUICKLY BY THE CHAIN.

The sprocket powers a small drive-shaft that passes through its centre.

THE SMALL DRIVE-SHAFT IS BEING TURNED VERY QUICKLY BY THE SPROCKET.

Attached to the small drive-shaft is a rope. Attached to the free end of the rope is 
a two-pronged fork. The small drive-shaft winds up the rope, raises up the fork. When 
the fork is raised all the way up to the level of the small drive-shaft it falls all 
the way down to the level of a ground (on which the pole and chocolate grinder 
stand). The two prongs penetrate holes into a basement, activating an underground 
mechanism. The fork is raised up again.



THE FORK IS FALLING AND BEING RAISED UP VERY QUICKLY BY THE SMALL DRIVE-SHAFT.

The box-like structure surrounding the watermill wheel is called a glider. The 
underground mechanism moves it all the way to the left and back again.

THE GLIDER IS BEING MOVED LEFT AND RIGHT VERY QUICKLY BY THE FORK.

The glider recites litanies.

The glider is attached to two handles of a large pair of scissors above it. As the 
glider moves to the left the scissors are closed. As it moves back again the scissors 
are opened.

THE SCISSORS ARE BEING OPENED AND CLOSED VERY QUICKLY BY THE GLIDER.

Towards the end at each of the two blades of the scissors is a marble.

THE MARBLES ARE BEING BROUGHT TOGETHER AND MOVED APART VERY QUICKLY BY THE SCISSORS.

As the blades move together the right-hand marble knocks a first lever activating a 
clockwork mechanism. The marble knocks two more levers dislodging two release hinges.

THE CLOCKWORK IS BEING ACTIVATED AND THE RELEASE HINGES ARE BEING DISLODGED VERY 
QUICKLY BY THE MARBLES.

The dislodged release hinges allow two rams to fall down. The clockwork mechanism 
then raises them up.

THE RAMS ARE FALLING AND BEING RAISED UP VERY QUICKLY BY THE RELEASE HINGES AND THE 
CLOCKWORK.

Above the rams is the Bride's garment. The rams unfasten this a little when they 
fall. (They do not re-fasten it when they are raised up.)

THE BRIDE'S GARMENT IS BEING UNFASTENED GRADUALLY BY THE RAMS.



(2) LES CELEBATAIRES (ii) LE GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE

The illuminating gas...

On the left are nine malic moulds; empty uniforms, each represents a different 
profession. (Left to right: cuirassier, gendarme, flunkey, department store delivery 
boy, busboy, priest, undertaker, unspecified, policeman.)

GASEOUS "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS FILLING THE FORMS OF THE MALIC MOULDS.

(The source of the illuminating gas is unspecified but it can be assumed to be the 
sexual centres of the moulds, which all lie on the same plane.) At the top of each 
mould is a capillary tube.

GASEOUS "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS PASSING FROM THE MOULDS INTO THE CAPILLARY TUBES.

Illuminating gas solidifies when in the capillary tubes, and shatters upon exit.

SOLID "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS SHATTERING AS IT IS PASSING OUT OF THE ENDS OF THE 
CAPILLARY TUBES.

Shattered particles of illuminating gas tend to rise upwards (as they are lighter 
than air). Directly above the ends of the capillary tubes is the first of a series of 
seven sieves.

SHATTERED PARTICLES OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" ARE PASSING FROM THE CAPILLARY TUBES INTO 
THE SIEVES.



Shattered particles of illuminating gas liquefy when in the sieves.

LIQUID "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS PASSING OUT OF THE SIEVES.

When it leaves the sieves, liquefied illuminating gas spirals down to the ground very 
quickly.

LIQUID "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS CRASHING ONTO THE GROUND.

Liquefied illuminating gas crashes heavily, splashing in all directions. Above this 
area of splashing is a flat disc-shaped mobile weight, with nine holes pierced 
through it.

THE SPLASH OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS PASSING UP THROUGH THE NINE HOLES OF THE MOBILE 
WEIGHT.

Above the weight are some oculist witnesses.

THE SPLASH OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS PASSING UP BY OCULAR WITNESSES AND IS BEING 
DAZZLED BY THEM.

The Bride's garment acts as a mirror. Above this, in the Bride's domain, is a region 
of the nine shots.

THE DAZZLED SPLASH OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" IS BEING MIRRORED UP ONTO THE NINE SHOTS.

At the top of the Bride's domain is an inscription for the top - a cloud-like form - 
graphically indicating the Bride's commands, orders and authorisations. (The language 
she uses is an intricate semaphore system conveyed by the squarish forms within the 
cloud.)

THE NINE SHOTS OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" ARE JOINING WITH THE COMMANDS OF THE BRIDE.



(3) LA MARIEE MISE A NU (i) LE PREMIER EPANOUISSEMENT CINEMATIQUE

The first kinematic opening-out...

"... This kinematic opening-out expresses the movement at the stripping..."

ELECTRICAL SPARKS ARE NOW BEING GIVEN OFF BY THE GRADUAL UNFASTENING OF THE BRIDE'S 
GARMENT.

The sparks fly up to a motor-with-quite-feeble-cylinders, setting it in motion.

THE MOTOR-WITH-QUITE-FEEBLE-CYLINDERS IS BEING ACTIVATED BY THE ELECTRICAL SPARKS.

The motor-with-quite-feeble-cylinders (which runs on love gasoline from a reservoir 
at the base of the Bride) powers the gears.

THE DESIRE GEARS ARE BEING TURNED JERKILY BY THE MOTOR-WITH-QUITE-FEEBLE-CYLINDERS.



(3) LA MARIEE MISE A NU (ii) LE DEUXIEME EPANOUISSEMENT CINEMATIQUE

The second kinematic opening-out.

"...stripping voluntarily imagined by the Bride..."

The desire gears connect to an extendible main support (the Bride's spinal column).

THE MAIN SUPPORT IS BEING HOISTED UP JERKILY BY THE DESIRE GEARS.

The main support is rigid at full extension and provides the support for the second 
kinematic opening-out.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE NINE SHOTS OF "GAZ D'ECLAIRAGE" AND THE GRADUAL STRIPPING ARE 
INDUCING A STATE OF INTENSE DESIRE AND AROUSAL IN THE BRIDE.

The Bride has a desire-magnet revealed by the first kinematic opening-out.

THE INTENSE DESIRE AND AROUSAL IN THE BRIDE IS ACTIVATING THE DESIRE-MAGNET; IT IS 
GIVING OFF ELECTRICAL SPARKS.

The electrical sparks fly down to the motor-with-quite-feeble-cylinders.

THE ELECTRICAL SPARKS ARE ACTIVATING THE MOTOR-WITH-QUITE-FEEBLE-CYLINDERS.

The motor-with-quite-feeble-cylinders powers the desire gears.

THE MOTOR-WITH-QUITE-FEEBLE-CYLINDERS IS JERKILY TURNING THE DESIRE GEARS.

The desire gears animate a substructure of the Bride, consisting of the desire-
magnet, a sex-cylinder and several other devices and appendages.

THE DESIRE GEARS ARE JERKILY MOVING THE SEX-CYLINDER SUBSTRUCTURE OUT, UP AND AWAY 
FROM THE BRIDE'S BODY.



"... THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE PAINTING. IT IS THE GLORY OF THE BRIDE... 
CROWN OF THE PICTURE..."

In other words the Bride's interior sexual apparatus has in the mounting excitement 
of the moment elected to extrude itself from out of in between her legs and gradually 
force itself up, growling fiercely all the way - "like a motor car climbing a hill" - 
until it is finally fully displayed in front of her body - so massive that it extends 
from nipple to kneecap - at which point it roars triumphantly.

Hmmm...

(4) LA MARIEE MISE A NU PAR SES CELIBATAIRES, MEME.

The Bride stripped bare by her Bachelors, even...

Is trashy, cheap infantile... and ironical.

"... Yes, it is ironical... It really probably took birth in my mind from the fairs - 
country fairs in France, at least - where they have the wedding scene, and you have 
big balls that you throw at the heads of the bride, of the bridegroom, and the 
guests... and the great joy of the children was to throw big (balls), and then of 
course the bride would fall out when touched in the right place..."

It is also very funny.



APPENDICE I

As well as arrows that I have used to indicate the waterfall, sparks, splashes, etc., 
the following items in my illustrations do not appear in the "Large Glass":

1. The entire pole/chain/sprocket/small drive-shaft/rope/two-pronged fork/two holes 
in ground mechanism. This is taken from a note and diagram in the "Green Box";

2. The marbles. These are mentioned in the "Green Box" and are actually represented 
in a study on glass for this part of the "Large Glass" (the 1918 work "A regarder 
(l'autre coté du verre) d'un oeil, de près, pendant presque une heure").

3. The clockwork/release hinge/ram mechanism. This would have been included in the 
"Large Glass" had it been completed.

4. The spiral path at the crashing "gaz d'eclairage" and mobile weight. These would 
have been included in the "Large Glass" had it been finished.

5. The reservoir of love gasoline. I have extracted this from Marcel Duchamp's 1912 
painting "Marieé" which he used as a ready-made image for the Bride. I have included 
it to help clarify the Bride's movements by giving her a solid base.

APPENDICE II

The English translations of Marcel Duchamp's notes from the "Green Box" and other 
sources are sometimes unnecessarily poetical and misleading. I have had to check and 
translate quite a few terms.

The most serious and misleading (mis)translation is "l'éppanouissement cinématique " 
as "cinematic blossoming":

L'épanouissement = blossoming, opening up, opening out, coming out.

Cinématique = (photographic term) n. kinematics; adj. related to movement, motion.

I decided that "kinematic opening-out" probably comes closest to Marcel Duchamp's 
probable meaning (especially bearing in mind his preoccupation with movement - "Nude 
descending a staircase", "King and Queen traversed by swift nudes at high speed" 
etc.).

"Cinematic blossoming" seems to have been taken by most people (all the books I've 
read) as referring to the cloud at the top of the "Large Glass".
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(1) INTRODUCTION

...(In this personal interpretation)... there are many complex ideas contained within 
the "Green Box" which I'm not really considering and many of them influence crucial 
aspects of the "Large Glass" - the format, the imagery, methods... but what I'm 
trying to expose is what, if anything, is actually there to be visually experienced - 
I'm trying to keep the conceptual input to a minimum so that the "Large Glass" can be 
appreciated sensually rather than in a dry, obscure, textbook sort of way... I'm 
trying to bring the "Large Glass" into the external world - bring it to life - for me 
at least...

...When reading other people's personal interpretations I can't believe that such a 
simple visual image can be given such a vague, unintelligible, unsatisfactory 
meaning... although the details of the "Green Box" are often vague and 
unintelligible, the basic idea for the "Large Glass" seems to strike Marcel Duchamp 
all in one go, and is the subject of the first, and longest note of the "Green 
Box"... no-one else's interpretation seems to fit this note in any remotely 
convincing fashion, so I've had to start from scratch and develop my own... the note 
in question outlines the concept of the Bride-stripped-bare-by-her-Bachelors (later 
becoming Bachelor) and I believe that the "Large Glass" is fundamentally a 
straightforward - though allegorical - representation of this concept... Marcel 
Duchamp, in the quote I began my first essay with, states his belief that the 
creative act is initiated by the artist, but completed by the spectator... the first 
stage is to decipher the work's inner qualifications - this I have done in my first 
essay... the next stage involves a creative act by a spectator... visualisation...



(2) VISUALISATION

"... To develop this mental sight, you must simply exercise it, just sit down and 
practice, and the more you practice, the sooner you'll get there..."

- Robert Irwin (sculptor and convicted mass murderer), 1932

The important thing to be doing, if you're looking at the "Large Glass", is to be 
imagining all the different parts moving, performing their various functions.

If, for example, you're looking at the chocolate grinder, you should be seeing its 
rollers spinning round really quickly, grinding up chocolate, which perhaps is oozing 
and squelching about, splattering up the pole that rises up out of the middle of the 
grinder...

Marcel Duchamp was once describing the "Glass" as: "...A wedding of mental and visual 
reactions...". So you have to be able to look at all the different parts opposite and 
imagine their movements and also to be able to look at the whole "Glass" and see 
everything moving together. This is very difficult, but it suffices if you can just 
roughly sense the differing functions of the two panels - the furious, high speed 
activity of the Bachelor apparatus (you could almost imagine it beginning to fall to 
bits), and the more gradual, jerky but equally ecstatic and cheerful rising ups and 
stretchings in the Bride's domain.

(3) INTERPRETATION

There are two distinct systems in the "Large Glass" - the waterfall system is 
strictly one-way - the energy of the waterfall strips the Bride and powers the 
grinder - a phallic symbol - it furiously grinds milky chocolate, and the pole poking 
skyward from the centre is as stiff as a brush. The waterfall system is joined by the 
Bride's weak equivalent - the love gasoline - and together they cause the first 
exposure of the Bride's sex.

The second system is two-way - a communication between the illuminating gas and the 
Bride's semaphored orders through the nine shots - the Bride orders the Bachelor - 
her mental superiority balances the Bachelor's physical force - "The Bride STRIPPED 
bare by HER Bachelors" is an even relationship - the Bride takes the lead - her will 
- a mighty cloud - controls the Bachelor's - a passive gas - she tames his energy. 
The Bride approaches orgasm first (every time)...

This interminable love match takes place in a glass case. The whole world, if it 
wanted, could be watching.

The Bride and her Bachelor are oblivious to this.
They're in a world of their own.
They're in love.
They're trapped in their little world, will-less slaves to powerful external forces 
quite beyond their control, imprisoned by walls that are...

...crystal clear.



(4) COMPLETION

Paintings can be representations of concepts, but they are primarily statements of 
emotion. By concentrating on them it is possible to understand these emotions. This 
is the function of art.

I glance at "La Marié mise à nu par ses célibataires, meme", and concentrate. I am 
amused by the frantic and funny movements of the Bachelor machine. I trace two paths, 
and come to the Bride. She has just completed her 'opening-outs'. Goodness, she 
couldn't wait! I'm slightly embarrassed.

This superficial delight suddenly stops. There is a focussing on distance, space 
through the glass, and a feeling of being high up. (Suggested by the cloud and lower 
panel perspective.)

This immense distance begins to fill with life energy and deep satisfaction. I look 
at the surface forms and feel affection for them - and a touch of pity.



(5) EVALUATION

"La Marieé mise à nu par ses célibataires, meme" is a work of great emotional power.

This emotion is one of serene detachment, calm beauty, and ultimately freedom.

It has an affinity with all types of religious art (a close relative might be 
Bernini's "The ecstasy of St. Teresa") but its remarkable feature is that it does not 
rely on any existing religious or mystical dialectic, but self sufficiently supplies 
one of its own.
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